
Name: ______________________________

Short A Sound
Word Bank

candles

sand

quack

understand

back

alligator

Africa

candy

antlers

elephant

anaconda

backpack

fan

pancake

man

actor

ambulance

dance

hands

apple

        Directions: Write the correct short a word next to each clue.

1. _______________________ the smallest piece of rock

2. _______________________ you have 2, with 5 fingers on each

3. _______________________ to know or comprehend

4. _______________________ very sweet treat, like a Snicker’s Bar

5. _______________________ put your homework in your...

6. _______________________ a machine used to keep you cool

7. _______________________ the sound a duck makes

8. _______________________ the opposite of “front”

9. _______________________ a boy grows up to be a ?

10._______________________ when music plays, you...

11._______________________ breakfast cake

12._______________________ light them on your cake

13._______________________ the largest land animal

14._______________________ movie star

15._______________________ large continent near the equator

16._______________________ go to the hospital in the...

17._______________________ large reptile- like a crocodile

18._______________________ on a reindeer’s head are a set of...

19._______________________ red , yellow, or green round fruit

20._______________________ biggest snake in the world
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Name: ______________________________

Short A Sound - ANSWER KEY
Word Bank

candles

sand

quack

understand

back

alligator

Africa

candy

antlers

elephant

anaconda

backpack

fan

pancake

man

actor

ambulance

dance

hands

apple

        Directions: Write the correct short a word next to each clue.

1.  sand the smallest piece of rock

2.  hands you have 2, with 5 fingers on each

3.  understand to know or comprehend

4.  candy very sweet treat, like a Snicker’s Bar

5.  backpack put your homework in your...

6.  fan a machine used to keep you cool

7.  quack the sound a duck makes

8.  back the opposite of “front”

9.  man a boy grow up to be a ?

10.  dance when music plays, you...

11.  pancake breakfast cake

12.  candles light them on your cake

13.  elephant the largest land animal

14.  actor movie star

15.  Africa large continent near the equator

16.  ambulance go to the hospital in the....

17.  alligator large reptile- like a crocodile

18.  antlers on a reindeer’s head are a set of...

19.  apple red , yellow, or green round fruit

20.  anaconda biggest snake in the world
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